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6. CONCLUSION.

PC-glycols with different methylene unit length were synthesized. Even number of the methylene unit length of PC-glycols (carbon number of the methylene unit was 4, 6 or 8 showed strong WAXD peaks and highly crystallized. On the other hand, odd number of the unit length of PC-glycols (carbon number of the methylene unit was 3 or 5 gave relatively weak WAXD peaks (PC-glycol 5002), or no crystalline peaks were observed (PC-glycol 3002).

Structural models of PC-glycols were investigated with computer simulation using WAXD data. PCD4002, PCD6002, PCD8002 and PCD10002 had crystal cell structure composed of four monomer unit with cell angle of $\alpha=60^\circ$, $\beta =90^\circ$ and $\gamma=90^\circ$.

On the other hand, unit cell of PCD5002, PCD7002 and PCD9002 composed of two-monomer unit due to the same direction of the carbonate group structure. These results indicate that differences of the even and odd number of methylene unit length affected the crystal structure of PC-glycol due to the arrangement of carbonate group direction.

Over methylene unit length nine, crystal structures were changed to the similar crystal structure of linear polyethylene. In this case, longer methylene unit dominate the crystal structure of PC-glycols due to the hydrogen bonding of increasing methylene unit.

Polyurethane Elastomers(PUEs) were synthesized with prepolymer method with MDI and 1,4-buthandiol. DSC measurement of the PUEs revealed that the microphase separation of PUEs became stronger if methylene unit number of
the PC-glycols decreased due to the increasing carbonate content in the soft segment.

Mechanical properties of the PC-glycol based PUEs were evaluated with tensile testing. Even number of the unit length of PC-glycols (carbon number of the methylene unit = 4, 6) based PUEs showed higher Young’s modulus and tensile strength and lower elongation at break due to the highly crystallized used PC-glycols. On the other hand, odd number of the unit length of PC-glycols (carbon number of the methylene unit = 3, 5) based PUEs gave relatively lower tensile strength and higher elongation. Also, no elongation-induced crystallization was observed. It was revealed that the mechanical properties as well as micro phase separation of the PC-glycols based PUEs are controllable by changing the number of methylene chain length of the PC-glycols. Especially, it was found that in order to obtain softer PUEs, to select the PC-glycols, which had add number methylene unit length, was effective.

Randomly copolymerized PC-glycols, which have BD and HD units between carbonate groups in various composition ratios (BD/HD = 0/100, 50/50, 70/30, or 90/10) and two different molecular weights (1000 and 2000) were employed for the synthesis of PUEs. The PC-glycols with composition ratios of BD/HD=50/50 and 70/30 were in the liquid state, whereas those with 100/0 and 0/90 ratios were in the solid state, at 20°C. In particular, PC-glycol with a 100/0 ratio, which was composed of only one component, was in the crystalline state.
The PUEs were synthesized with PC-glycols, MDI and BD as a hard segment component by a prepolymer method.

DSC measurements revealed that the microphase separation of the PUEs became stronger with an increasing BD composition ratio.

With an increasing BD composition ratio, the hardness and Young’s modulus of the PUEs increased because of increases in the degree of microphase separation and stiffness of the PC-glycol. Changes in the slope in the region in which elongation-induced crystallization occurred in tensile testing showed a minimum around a BD/HD = 50/50 composition ratio. This was explained by the irregularity of the methylene unit of the PC-glycols. The 1000 series and 2000 series PUEs showed similar trends. The addition of different methylene chain units to the PC-glycols was found to be quite effective for controlling the microphase separated structure and mechanical properties of the PUEs.
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